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TREND MICRO LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided herein is for general
information and educational purposes only. It is not
intended and should not be construed to constitute
legal advice. The information contained herein may
not be applicable to all situations and may not reflect
the most current situation. Nothing contained herein
should be relied on or acted upon without the benefit
of legal advice based on the particular facts and
circumstances presented and nothing herein should
be construed otherwise. Trend Micro reserves the
right to modify the contents of this document at any
time without prior notice.
Translations of any material into other languages
are intended solely as a convenience. Translation
accuracy is not guaranteed nor implied. If any
questions arise related to the accuracy of a
translation, please refer to the original language
official version of the document. Any discrepancies
or differences created in the translation are not
binding and have no legal effect for compliance or
enforcement purposes.
Although Trend Micro uses reasonable efforts to
include accurate and up-to-date information herein,
Trend Micro makes no warranties or representations
of any kind as to its accuracy, currency, or
completeness. You agree that access to and use
of and reliance on this document and the content
thereof is at your own risk. Trend Micro disclaims all
warranties of any kind, express or implied. Neither
Trend Micro nor any party involved in creating,
producing, or delivering this document shall be liable
for any consequence, loss, or damage, including
direct, indirect, special, consequential, loss of
business profits, or special damages, whatsoever
arising out of access to, use of, or inability to use,
or in connection with the use of this document, or
any errors or omissions in the content thereof. Use
of this information constitutes acceptance for use in
an “as is” condition.

INTRODUCTION
Reports say tax fraud victims have lost more than US$15
million to cybercriminals since 2013. [1] The most recent
victims were tricked into paying thousands of dollars
each after receiving phone calls supposedly from Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) agents. Call recipients were
threatened to pay up or get sued.
As early as February of this year, the IRS paid US$5.8
billion for fraudulent refunds and no one, not even the
agency, may ever know how much it has paid over the
years to fraudsters. [2] The Treasury Inspector General for
Tax Administration even issued a warning to taxpayers to
be on “high alert” for phone scams. [3]
Over the years, the attackers’ means may have evolved but
their goal remains the same—to trick victims into giving out
personal information or money. [4–6] Scammers often used
malware—Trojan spyware, banking Trojans, or remote
access tools (RATs)—to gain access to potential victims’
computers or bank accounts. The IRS has not been remiss
in warning taxpayers about scams. It has, in fact, been
coming up with the “Dirty Dozen” list of tax fraud scams
since 2004 to help taxpayers stay safe from fraudsters. [7]
This research paper explains how IRS tax scams work,
takes an in-depth look at noteworthy scam components,
profiles some possible scammers based on open source
intelligence (OSINT), and provides guidance on how
taxpayers can avoid becoming fraud victims.
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HOW IRS TAX SCAMS WORK
IRS tax scams normally begin with
cybercriminals sending spam to as
many potential victims as possible
shortly before or after tax-filing
season. The emails spread malware
either by asking readers to open
a malicious attachment or click
a link that leads to the download
of a malicious file. The malware,
normally a Trojan spyware,
banking Trojan, or RAT, allows
the cybercriminals to steal victims’
personally identifiable information
(PII) or gain access to their financial
accounts.
The IRS has identified 12 tax scam
types: [8]
•

Phone scams (IR-2015-5) [9]

•

Phishing (IR-2015-6) [10]

•

Identity theft (IR-2015-7) [11]

•

Return preparer fraud (IR2015-8) [12]

•

Offshore tax avoidance (IR2015-09) [13]

•

Inflated refund claims (IR2015-12) [14]

•

Fake charities (IR-2015-16)

IRS tax scam spam sample

[15]

•

Hiding income with fake
documents (IR-2015-18) [16]

•

Abusive tax shelters (IR2015-19) [17]

•

Falsifying income to claim
credits (IR-2015-20) [18]

•

Excessive claims for fuel tax
credits (IR-2015-21) [19]

•

Frivolous tax arguments (IR-2015-23) [20]
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Based on Trend Micro Smart Protection Network™ data from 1 January
to 22 March 2015, a little more than half of the total number of possible
IRS tax scam victims were, as expected, from the United States.

Number of victims who accessed IRS tax scam-related links from 1 January
to 22 March 2015

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS: NOTEWORTHY IRS
TAX SCAM COMPONENTS
The Awdaw2214a Mutex
Samples of about the same size and used similar file names were
compiled and tested via Trend Micro™ Deep Discovery sandboxing
technology. [21] Analysis of the sandbox reports and manual doublechecking revealed similarities among the files. They not only shared a
domain name, some samples also shared a mutex name—awdaw2214a.
A mutex is an object that allows multiple program threads to share the
same resource such as file access though not simultaneously. [22] When
a program is started, a mutex is created with a unique name. After this
stage, any thread that needs the resource must lock the mutex from
other threads while it uses the resource. The mutex is set to unlock when
the data is no longer needed or the routine is finished. As such, the use
of the same mutex by different programs can mean a single creator or
owner.
The awdaw2214a mutex was used by malware associated with at least
five toolkits or Trojan builders—HawkEye Keylogger, Limitless Keylogger,
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DarkComet, Pony Loader, and ZeuS. [23–26] Some of the samples
analyzed differed a little, as they were used as droppers of hacking tools.
HKTL_VBINDER, which used the awdaw2214a mutex, was analyzed.
This had varying arrival methods and payloads. [27]

FIRST VARIANT
The first variant (SHA-1: f9611b43cc53fac250c841f0258d98bc8212c1ed)
drops two malicious files—HACK PAYPAL.EXE and TESTV2.EXE—
when executed.

HACK PAYPAL.EXE
HACK PAYPAL.EXE is a hacking tool that cybercriminals use to increase
the balances of chosen PayPal accounts. A closer look at the program’s
code brought to light a French-sounding name, which could very well
belong to the code’s creator or owner.

HACK Paypal’s graphical user interface (GUI)
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Code string that shows a French-sounding name, possibly its creator’s

A Gmail™ address, probably the code’s creator’s, was also shown; parts of
the code were also written in French

TESTV2.EXE
TESTV2.EXE creates malicious mutexes and processes that are injected into
taskmgr.exe. It has the capability to evade detection, maintain persistence by
creating a registry key, hook a Windows® function to install a keylogger, and open
communication port 1607. It is interesting to note that DarkComet malware, by
default, communicate via port 1607 with the command-and-control (C&C) server,
benben74.no-ip.org.

Mutexes and processes that TESTV2.EXE creates

Malicious processes that are injected into taskmgr.exe

Processes that the malicious file adds to evade detection
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Autorun key that the malicious file adds to the registry to maintain persistence

Windows function to install the keylogger

SECOND VARIANT
The second variant (SHA-1: 5af2279b5107ec97e77dca9a7271e8a64446d3c3) also
opens communication port 1607 with the help of the same type of mutexes as those
tied to TESTV2.EXE—one of the first variant’s payloads.

Mutexes that the second variant creates

This HKTL_VBINDER variant drops files, one of which
is a hacking tool called “HACK Facebook,” which was
created by the same person behind HACK Paypal—
fustcrack. Cybercriminals can use HACK Facebook to
obtain chosen accounts’ passwords.

Macro-Based Malware: Tax(IP.PIN).doc
Macro-based malware are also commonly used
to spread tax-filing season mayhem. Commonly
embedded in malicious files attached to spam, these
malware drop others to phish data from infected
systems.
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We took a look at one particular IRS spam named “Tax(IP.PIN).
doc (SHA-1: e53030c8a6364df879f32ee5e459b1b0ed0a50a7;
667a68dc226eafe2464b1ecd9826b409674223ff),” detected by
Trend Micro as W2KM_DLOAD.A and W2KM_MUPDATER.B,
respectively. [28] These macro-based malware drop google.
exe (SHA-1: 1d075575dd2c3999fe7c34850c81dc5848a05495;
3b750393f3420e6bf06a842a5bf82398de823153), which Trend Micro
detects as BKDR_FYNLOS.WIO and TSPY_MSILOG.B, respectively. [29]
Google.exe is actually a HawkEye Keylogger variant that communicates
with the C&C server, davidsmithestate.co.uk. It was hosted by hostinger,
which also hosts another malicious server, dunlam007.ru. Upon closer
inspection, davidsmithestate.co.uk had open folders, which we were able
to examine before they were cleaned up.

Open folders found on the davidsmithestate.co.uk server

Log file snippet from the davidsmithestate.co.uk server
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Old forum post tying the username for davidsmithestate.co.uk to the
HawkEye Keylogger

The following table shows davidsmithestate.co.uk’s contents before and
after cleanup.
Before Cleanup
HawkEye keyloggers

After Cleanup
PayPal phishing page

HawkEye logs that contained PII
stolen from U.S. and U.K. victims
PayPal phishing pages
Ice9 malware
Pony Loader malware
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After Cleanup

Malicious documents:
• 2014TaxReturn(IPPin).doc (SHA1: c3a4f194ebd90e1de96a79824f
b433c39de6425c or W2KM_
DLOADR.CP)
• sample.doc (SHA-1: e7d924e1dd
6a0407636430f026bad24f473d9e
d6 or TROJ_MUPDATER.A)
• CA2014(TaxElectronicPin).doc
(SHA-1: 75215151f8265582f4235
230aa37181a20ff903d or W2KM_
DLOADR.CP)
• HMRC(TaxReport).doc (SHA-1:
39e35b0c0d41875f28e1313240f6
534f5bf1bffa or W2KM_
DLOADER.DT)
• PayPalTransaction_Dispute.doc
(SHA-1: 870c6153637b713d8bdc
e94611bf7da4ed218dfb or
W2KM_DLOADR.CP)
• Tax(IP.PIN).doc (SHA-1: 667a68d
c226eafe2464b1ecd9826b40967
4223ff or W2KM_MUPDATER.B;
e53030c8a6364df879f32ee5e459
b1b0ed0a50a7 or W2KM_
DLOAD.A; e7d924e1dd6a040763
6430f026bad24f473d9ed6 or
TROJ_MUPDATER.A)
• TaxReport(IP_PIN).doc (SHA-1:
eab345a3897f4c11ebaee2b260c
a1e3f95257433 or TROJ_
MUPDATER.A)

Pony Loader and Ice9 Malware
Traces of Pony Loader and Ice9 malware, both affiliated with well-known
banking Trojan family, ZeuS, were also found on 27 February 2015 in at
least two new domains related to IRS tax scams—davidestlincon.com
and dunlamisdavid.com.

POSSIBLE IRS TAX SCAMMERS
Extensive OSINT research was conducted to gather more information on
the awdaw2214a mutex. Findings revealed more hashes and sandbox
reports on samples with the said mutex (see Appendix). A closer look at
three of the hashes found allowed us to identify three possible IRS tax
scammers—two individuals and a group.
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The individuals or groups identified in this section
have some apparent connection with IRS tax scams.
Trend Micro would, however, like to point out that
they may or may not be involved with cybercrime. We
simply intend to lay out verified facts that link them to
the campaigns’ infrastructure and malware. Several
other reasons such as having their email accounts
stolen and used to register C&C servers, deliberate
impersonation, and the like could also account for
their links to the campaigns.

AyoolaD
One of the domains related to the awdaw2214a mutex
was ayool2day.biz.

According to the profiles found, AyoolaD was born in
1984 and now resides in Puchong Batu Dua Belas,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. He has traveled to Nigeria
as well as the United States, particularly Fort Worth,
Texas City, and Framingham. He also apparently had
email accounts on Gmail, Mail.com, Hotmail, Inbox.
com, Outlook, and Yahoo!®.
Further investigation on AyoolaD suggests that he
may have recruited people from the United States
to work as mules for IRS tax scams. These recruits
appear to have opened bank accounts and applied
for credit cards using different identities to participate
in IRS tax scams seemingly associated with AyoolaD.
Evidence of his use of TurboTax® to regularly file
taxes on other people’s behalf was seen with the
aid of associates who resided in the United States.
AyoolaD also knew people who resided in Malaysia.

MahmoudD

WHOis data for ayool2day.biz

We found a username in the log file obtained from
davidsmithestate.co.uk, an awdaw2214a mutex C&C
server. OSINT research was done on the Microsoft™
Outlook® email address used to register ayool2day.
biz. We used the same username as search term and
found several possibly related accounts on Facebook,
Twitter, Skype™, and OkCupid.
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We took a look at another malicious file (SHA-1:
3bf8b1e76d5397a3c77d7c0ef99ac6acaf14c13b),
detected by Trend Micro as TROJ_ZBOT.YKW. This
file usually came in the guise of a .PDF file named
“report.pdf.exe,” which accessed the following:
•

ma2dayzs . com / Panel / gate . php

•

ma2dayzs . com / Panel / shit . exe

An OSINT investigation of the domain, ma2dayzs.
com, revealed that it was registered with a law office
email address.
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A search for ma2dayz turned
up several results, including
Facebook, YouTube™, Instagram,
and Gmail accounts that had ties
to a “MahmoudD.” MahmoudD is
of Egyptian descent but resides,
according to his profiles at least,
in São Paulo, Brazil. Ma2dayz
was also registered in hacking
forums such as hackcommunity.
com, crackingforum.com, and
cardersforum.se.
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WHOis data for ma2dayzs.com

Interestingly, AyoolaD had ties to MahmoudD on Facebook. MahmoudD
could be providing compromised sites to AyoolaD. How MahmoudD
obtained access to these, however, was unclear.

ISA Hackers
The third sample we analyzed (SHA-1: 9cc1dff14d9b964f8d2abe713b10
792df764f437), which arrived as IRS Payment Slip.scr, is detected by
Trend Micro as TSPY_ZBOT.NCA. [30] This Trojan spyware accessed the
site, idontknows.biz/user/adm/gate.php, which was registered using a
Yahoo! email address.

WHOis data for idontknows.biz

An OSINT investigation on the owner of the Yahoo! email address led to
a Gmail address. Interestingly, the Yahoo! account owner also used the
same handle on ISA Hackers, a hacking group with its own forum site.
The forum site’s owner is based in India and uses the Gmail address
related to idontlnows.biz.
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A look at several other malicious domains revealed ties between the two bad actors
with regard to malware campaigns. One particular domain, svkmrhosting.biz, a
known ZeuS C&C server, was registered using the forum owner’s Gmail address,
according to its Start of Authority (SOA) record. [31] A WHOis lookup of the same
domain, meanwhile, revealed the Yahoo! address as the registrant’s.
The Yahoo! address’s owner also did work related to Citadel and Blackshades. [32–33]
He is based in Chennai, India, and claims to work for HTC.

Yahoo! email address owner’s last Citadel setup

Yahoo email address owner’s Blackshades connection
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The forum owner, according to his Facebook profile,
is from Chennai, India, as well.

HOW TO AVOID BECOMING AN
IRS TAX SCAM VICTIM
Note that the IRS will never do any of the following:

•

Ask for credit or debit card numbers over the
phone

•

Threaten to bring in local police or other lawenforcement groups to have you arrested for
not paying

Unsolicited emails claiming to be from the IRS or an
IRS-related component such as the Electronic Federal
Tax Payment System (EFTPS) should be reported to
the IRS via phishing@irs.gov. [34] The usual tips to
avoid becoming a phishing victim also apply:

•

Initiate contact by email to request personal or
financial information

•

Call to demand immediate payment nor call
about taxes owed without first having mailed
you a bill

•

Refrain from clicking links embedded in or
downloading attachments to unsolicited
emails.

•

Demand that you pay taxes without giving
you the opportunity to question or appeal the
amount you owe

•

It pays to know how social engineering works
by staying abreast of the latest security
threats. [35]

•

Require you to use a specific payment method
for your taxes such as a prepaid debit card

•

Use the latest security technologies.
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CONCLUSION
A crackdown on all IRS tax scammers may be next to
impossible but every step toward that direction counts.
The IRS has been constantly exerting effort to warn
taxpayers about all kinds of fraud. [36] Unfortunately, tax
scams work because a lot of users constantly fall for
the ruse. The truth is—fighting cybercrime is everyone’s
responsibility. Authorities that are usually spoofed to scare
users into doing something they would not otherwise do
should continuously issue warnings. Security vendors
should constantly update their products to protect against
the latest threats. And users should follow best practices
to avoid becoming victims.
Awareness is the first step to avoid becoming an IRS
tax scam victim. Every taxpayer needs to know how the
IRS works so they will not be tricked even by the most
elaborate and very convincing scams. A little technical
help from products and services that prevent spam and
phishing emails from even reaching inboxes should
also help. These technologies can also block access to
malicious sites even if links that lead to them are clicked.
They also prevent the download and installation of
malicious programs or components on computers, thus
thwarting threats even before they can wreak havoc. [37]

APPENDIX
DOMAINS THAT AYOOLAD APPARENTLY
REGISTERED
•

124.248.205.92

•

ftp.mozero1.yzi.me

•

212.7.208.77

•

hessu.zapto.org

•

82.145.41.7

•

hessubs.zapto.org

•

ayool.no-ip.org

•

koby1.no-ip.org

•

ayool1.no-ip.org

•

koby2.no-ip.biz

•

ayool2day.biz

•

leeyou.no-ip.org

•

ayool3.no-ip.org

•

logicrat.no-ip.org

•

baleareson.net

•

magicconnect.no-ip.biz

•

bamisoro.no-ip.biz

•

mail.kngkong.com

•

benben74.no-ip.org

•

mcsoft.noip.me

•

business11.no-ip.org

•

misakikoikoi.no-ip.biz

•

chuks052.no-ip.org

•

oathsworn.org

•

clak64.no-ip.org

•

oboyouk.comoj.com

•

d19.no-ip.biz

•

ohis052.no-ip.biz

•

davidsmithestate.co.uk

•

r0c.ddns.net

•

davolointernational.comoj.
com

•

rainbowie.no-ip.biz

•

rapadar333.zap.org

•

dmosole.zapto.org

•

serveurben44.no-ip.org

•

dunlam007.ru

•

sgpon.webege.com

•

dunlamisdavid.com

•

tazbot.mooo.com

•

dvd.selfip.net

•

tazbox.zapto.org

•

fjkabelo.no-ip.biz

•

tripplem78.no-ip.biz

•

ftp.2013update.net

•

uzzikie.netdns.net

IRS TAX SCAM MALWARE
SHA-1

File Name

Trend Micro
Detection Name

609b0d5a5552a9b7a1cc566fea6600cd223a9f16

TROJ_SCAR

44389df2d6dcc01ae68506ae9481282427c318fe

SPYW_LIMITLESS

12deef8d9cb51f7c33870a72a227ee6bebc99b71

BKDR_ANDROM.OM

1bd6bf50eb014e39d743eff7041caf85597b3b0d

BKDR_FYNLOSKI.CF

cb05b325601beb70cf67b76ef82cd6ba124db032

BKDR_BOTINTIN.C

65942b6c23a2850e7a77d1be1e4411c31ac92fc5

TROJ_SCAR

2eeabfc5902e2548f89ffb706c90e385f2e9a72a

TROJ_SCAR

b34430c3ced52950875214844f7ffe557319ef46

TSPY_FAREIT.AQO

ee926fc88e9e506c80ffd411202a4bd692ed40bd

2013_Early_Tax_Return_Report.pdf.
exe

TSPY_FAREIT.AQL

154324f1d446d8a8bb9a8362876eae6760d0f28c

TROJ_APATE.DAM

19174eef360cd5c7b14a0641ab85597195fd6eb3

ADW_IdleKMS

1f7660384eceea5919fd0c6790a561db650d0f84

TSPY_FAREIT.CAB

6160c03743ea3dff4cfd98cc9d390fd30747e070

Your_2013_TaxReturnReport.pdf.exe

TROJ_KRYPTIK.YUY
SPYW_LIMITLESS

b3b2d7c824d220b2b2f326612a97486faee053e1
31cb7393be49539e9f6a419049decf544c47ff6b

Your_2013_TaxReturnReport.exe

TROJ_KRYPTIK.YUU

fc6f3eff01e12cc991edd68c334aa13fd56c17dd

Early2013TaxReturnReport.exe

TSPY_FAREIT.ARD

908a11bf72f40ff5facc4d989e73945df82ffa0c

TROJ_UPATRE.AQ

bf1d1662d9fa1160603c7fbffe158d80ffa201d0

TROJ_DROPPR.XF

972485a192cec6bc6a22cf22b7a227239799d314
b51fe1dd35047387a9ae86ec5a9ddbb0b5f6f112

2013TaxReturnReport.exe

TROJ_UPATRE.YYKF
BKDR_NETWIREDRC.B

SHA-1

File Name

Trend Micro
Detection Name

82295a6edca2009886f12d126f159a7dfdccc436

SPYW_LIMITLESS

bc60772665a0268b5472992d28f05dc01c03ce15

SPYW_LIMITLESS

ca7bcd7839610f6b0eb82797c5622a1ae57f92d1

TROJ_INJECT.DLB

2174cc9c14a21708359f2f14a7d73d08a2b1c3fe

SPYW_LIMITLESS

a1ab29491e9ea126e7d94a48569be3cc4a3a42d5

Your_2013_TaxReturnReport.exe

TROJ_KRYPTIK.YUU

6a6dd2939f395555c8eef0a7004ef07e63c91ebf

TROJ_MSIL.BBK

cd75834c76e553c1bd5b79f17f6e15eb588682eb

SPYW_KEYLOG

598abe576bfe1becbf3d991b9ac0cd1e4acde592

TSPY_INFOSTIL.BE

38aee74c6631316518891f6921324bda81024114

SPYW_LIMITLESS

bdf561f8fc52fa26afb9741a6f3124bb62d8a93e

SPYW_LIMITLESS

3ea1c53c91a9f85971a408679fce862d65f3cd36

SPYW_LIMITLESS

c4bfd7579a37c92899fa612e0dba3e89ff258656

SPYW_LIMITLESS

cdd73e1274be39cc00902b0cf2772904078548f3

SPYW_LIMITLESS

e2f8874b8e2989efa037fa7e8268e27a8d0479c6

SPYW_LIMITLESS

18bd850f24092a47150228e5673dbb1c471b72f6

Image_001_040214.exe

TROJ_UPATRE.YYKF

ee4a66fdaca21c468b66cd61a3eb25ef3db4f61f

TROJ_MSIL.BFS

3bf8b1e76d5397a3c77d7c0ef99ac6acaf14c13b

TSPY_ZBOT.YKW

61d09580e3bece91fffec0cc80f7727999bec241

BKDR_DARKKOME.DR

49abe98235421771f8c486e5e0d14cde0607fa6c

TROJ_APATE.A

8ac215a349b2c8c2fa0424daff2a729d00131e4e

TSPY_SPYBOT.CMS

5c4d47a18c18da60e2ee0e45e541dce54fce190f

WORM_GAMARUE.JT

SHA-1

File Name

Trend Micro
Detection Name

fb0f011771874fa246aa7e5072436467b2018f96

TROJ_AINSLOT.CC

ef1753acb3ffb6089126d84fb5a6311cd3565bf0

TROJ_INJECT.IRS

022d3b48f9b9288df2eb5a46b171d276852b6881

SPYW_LIMITLESS

8bb377f1c27fe790cc5f9bac3c0b75689e178f37

BKDR_ANDROM.FAV

9ff0f93aa9f51d3ecaf21be507da900b73e8f0f2

BKDR_ANDROM.PB

181ddf0091bbb7c59cfa01fba694c55e600ae950

TROJ_NOTOOLS
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